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In these pages we wanted to describe the first collection that changes 
the rules of the luxury hôtellerie and residential furnishing market. 
UNO Contract has entrusted its design and artistic direction to 
Simone Ciarmoli and Miguel Queda, for a solution that simplifies on 
multiple levels the process of creating highly versatile and bespoke 
projects, including through extensive customisation options.

The duo’s inclination for a culture that is not merely design oriented, 
but also comprehensively visual — given their ability to listen to 
nature’s lessons and their grasp of refined cinematic imagery — led 
to us choosing Venice as a photographic and conceptual backdrop. 
In a theatre of unique spaces (starting from Carlo Scarpa’s Negozio 
Olivetti, a true symbol of Italian design, a stone’s throw from Saint 
Mark’s Basilica) we presented items that express stylistic research, 
a strict commitment to environmental sustainability, and a delicate 
sensibility for forms and colours. An inspiration drawn from natural 
equilibriums is thereby revealed in a setting that eloquently expresses 
the human language of beauty. 

For us hospitality is an art and, as such, environments dedicated to 
it must never be devoid of the spirit of Art. 

Mauro Tabaro
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In the UNO Essential collection, profiles inspired by the forms of 
nature are enriched by a delicate geometrical precision.
Sinuous lines recall shapes from the vegetable world. 

The circle is the protagonist and perfectly leads a well-drilled 
orchestra of proportions, solids and surfaces. 

The colour palette, too, is defined by nature, simplicity and a 
careful sense of balance, where cold and warm hues intertwine 
unexpectedly but never randomly.
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Through each one of its items, UNO Essential celebrates the 
sheer abundance of nature. There is no attempt to dampen or 
tame it: simply an ambition to do full justice to the strength of the 
elements. Through the forms of sitting pieces that are seductive 
velvet “stones”; chaises-longues whose shapes are simple 
and solid; mirrors whose textile frames convey a strong, three 
dimensional sense of carvings or erosions.

An environment made of living beings and the geometric forms of 
the mineral kingdom — from rocks to the ocean’s waves — offered 
its teachings. Its interpretation has given rise to a collection that 
fits effortlessly within diverse spaces conceived for welcoming 
and accommodating people.
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A barge cuts through the waters of Venice’s canals, as the lines 
and colours of the Canal Grande, the calli around the Peggy 
Guggenheim, the Giudecca and the Biennale form the backdrops. 
Those are the same waterways that were traversed over the 
centuries by the Doge — on the Bucentaur, performing the 
most important of marriage ceremonies, or with the Dogaressa 
during an incognito visit; by Casanova escaping from prison; by 
Alexander Calder, who captured the forms of a gondola’s fèro.

A city of ideas and creativity even before it is a place of beauty, 
an open-air set for seductive and at times provocative movies, 
as well as the international capital of art and the mise-en-scène, 
invites us to explore its unmistakable imagery in the company of 
a contemporary furniture collection with a unique style.
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Venice is a natural choice for a collection embodying the best of 
Italian sensibility and a strong innovative drive. 
Not just for its universal charm, but also because this was the first 
“global city” in history. It flourished in a centuries-old role as a 
crossroads and marketplace, as its vocation for enterprise, bold 
adventurousness and patronage of the arts made it a precursor 
of the contemporary ethos.
From academic excellence to prestigious publishing, from the 
Film Festival to a Biennale that continues to steer the evolution 
of art and architecture: behind its calm appearance, this city is a 
lively palette upon which ideas and projects flow and mingle like 
moving colours. 

Just as in the times of La Serenissima, Venice drives and is driven 
by a hinterland it is in constant dialogue with. UNO Contract 
is another proud heir to a territory whose ability to conceive 
innovation, and believe in it, is at the service of people from all 
round the globe who recognise the full value of beauty.
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In the finest musical performances, the soul of each instrument 
emerges, and is often brought to the fore: but its contribution 
must be balanced with that of all other instruments to create 
harmonies.

Like a concerto grosso by Vivaldi, furnishing elements with a 
strong identity are also suited for a successful collaboration 
that will leave its mark. The harmonic inspiration of this 
collection reveals a versatile ensemble, which lends itself to 
a wide range of uses and environments.
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Each element has its own place. The design of every piece reveals 
a love for beauty that does not detract in any way from complete 
functionality and serves to create an authentic comfortable 
luxury. 

The affinity of emotions and proportions reconciles the strong 
personality and the clean lines. Nothing is merely decorative or 
gratuitous. Here, environments replete with visual and sensorial 
ingredients never give a sense of crowding. 

UNO Essential’s furniture brings to life a delicate minimalism, 
and in the metaphysical and contemporary space it delineates, 
De Chirico, Morandi or Antonioni would feel quite at home.
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The console table Iside has a dual spirit as a desk and vanity table. The gentle wave-like movement of the velvet 
headboard of the Vittoria bed can be extended to cover the desired length of a wall, according to a modular 
principle. To the right we can see the Virna armchair, with the Primo side table and Bricola floor lamp.

In a “suspended” scene that evokes a great sense of freedom, the Virna chaise longue flirts with a role as a 
functional sitting piece. The table and Navona armchair are the setting for an informal lunch, under the gaze of 
the Clara mirror whose textile frame is bounded by thin light-coloured oak strips along the internal and external 
circumferences. 
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In a lounge or informal living area, the Ciro and Ciro Tondo poufs sit alongside the two Virnas and create a very 
relaxing setting: the marmoreal surface of the oval shaped Alfio tables can be used for drinks. In the small 
corridor at the back, the Navona chairs can be seen to the side of the bleached-oak Iside.

Iside, seen here in an exclusive role as writing desk, still has a small drawer with a lacquered teal-blue interior 
that can be used to store paper, pens or small objects. The Amabilia armchair guarantees the utmost comfort 
for writers. In the background, the Virna chaise longue, the Ciro Tondo pouf and Alfio side table with the bronze 
coloured finishing.
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The upholstery of Cassio, a versatile ottoman, is coordinated with the wall mirror. The fabrics for the collection 
are produced by Métaphores, a publisher and manufacturer that belongs to Hermès’s textile division, and offer 
very extensive customisation options. In the background, two Virnas and the Alfio oval table can be seen in a 
relaxed atmosphere.

The marmoreal personality of the Orio coffee table sits in the centre of a living room with soft lines that is ready 
to welcome guests. Euridice is an extendible sofa with a highly contemporary profile that is adaptable to a variety 
of requirements thanks to different types of modular components. It is as versatile as Virna, that can be seen here 
as its counterpoint.
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The collection
All upholstered items are available in a variety of fabrics and colours.
Finishings, fabrics, and sizes of any piece can be easily customised, 

subject to a minimum order quantity.
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NAVONA
Armchair

P0-003
w 57 x d 63 x h 84 cm

CIRO TONDO ABYSS
Pouf

L0-003.B
w 53 x d 53 x h 45 cm

CIRO BROWN
Pouf

L0-002.A
w 43 x d 50 x h 45 cm

AMABILIA RED
Chair

P0-005.B
w 57 x d 63 x h 84 cm

CIRO YELLOW
Pouf

L0-002.B
w 43 x d 50 x h 45 cm

NAVONA
Chair
P0-004

w 56 x d 58 x h 85 cm

CIRO LAGOON
Pouf

L0-002.C
w 43 x d 50 x h 45 cm

VIRNA
Bar stool

P0-002
w 56 x d 56 x h 114 cm

AMABILIA LAGOON
Chair

P0-005.A 
w 57 x d 63 x h 84 cm

CIRO TONDO RED
Pouf

L0-003.A 
w 53 x d 53 x h 45 cm

VIRNA
Armchair

P0-001
w 90 x d 82 x h 69 cm

VIRNA ABYSS
Chaise longue

O0-001.B
w 230 x d 85 x h 80 cm

CASSIO RED
Ottoman
L0-001.A

w 180 x d 42.5 x h 45 cm

EURIDICE
Curved sofa

O0-003
w 250 x d 82 x h 85 cm

VIRNA LAGOON
Chaise longue

O0-001.A
w 230 x d 85 x h 80 cm

CASSIO LAGOON
Ottoman
L0-001.B

w 180 x d 42.5 x h 45 cm

ELIANO
Sofa

O0-002 
w 241 x d 100 x h 81 cm
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NAVONA SQUARE
Table
B0-133

w 90 x d 90 x h 76.5 cm

VIRNA CIRCLE
Bar table

B0-134 
Ø 60 x h 114 cm

NAVONA CIRCLE
Table
B0-132

Ø 90 x h 76.5 cm

VIRNA SQUARE
Bar table

B0-135 
w 60 x d 60 x h 114 cm

ISIDE LIGHT
Vanity desk

A0-084.A
w 160 x d 45 x h 87 cm

ISIDE DARK
Vanity desk

A0-084.B 
w 160 x d 45 x h 87 cm

AMBRA DARK
Consolle TV + minibar

A0-083 RH / A0-083 LH
w 160 x d 55 x h 87 cm

AMBRA LIGHT
Consolle tv + minibar

A0-082 RH / A0-082 LH
w 160 x d 55 x h 87 cm

ADRIANO LAGOON
Tall mirror

50-057.A
w 92.6 x d 3 x h 216 cm

CLARA SEA FOAM
Round mirror

50-058.A
Ø 100 x d 5 cm

ADRIANO BROWN
Tall mirror

50-057.B
w 92.6 x d 3 x h 216 cm

CLARA LAGOON
Round mirror

50-058.B
Ø 100 x d 5 cm

VITTORIA
Bed base

U0-009
w 200 x d 200 x h 32 cm

VITTORIA
Headboard

40-069 
w 360 x d 9 x h 120 cm
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BRICOLA TABLE 01
Lamp
D03R00

Ø 16 x h 45 cm

BRICOLA FLOOR
Lamp
D01R00

Ø 25 x h 170 cm

BRICOLA WALL SINGLE
Wall sconce

D05R00
Ø 12 x d 19.3 h 27 cm

BRICOLA FLOOR READING
Lamp
D02R00

Ø 25 x h 116 cm

BRICOLA WALL DOUBLE
Wall sconce

D07R00
Ø 12 x d 19.3 h 49.7 cm

BRICOLA CEILING
Lamp
D12R00

Ø 25 x h 68 + 150 cm

ALFIO GOLD
Small coffee table

B0-136.A 
w 80 x d 64 x h 50 cm

PRIMO LIGHT
Side table

B0-130.A
w 50 x d 50 x h 50 cm

ORIO LIGHT
Coffee table

B0-131.A
w 100 x d 100 x h 40 cm

ORIO DARK
Coffee table

B0-131.B
w 100 x d 100 x h 40 cm

ALFIO BLUE
Small coffee table

B0-136.B 
w 80 x d 64 x h 50 cm

PRIMO DARK
Side table

B0-130.B
w 50 x d 50 x h 50 cm
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Photography:
Valentina Sommariva 
Matteo Lavazza Seranto 

Art direction:
Ciarmoli Queda Studio 

Copywriting:
Giuliano Tedesco 

Cover photograph by kind permission of 
Negozio Olivetti, Piazza San Marco, Venice
Entrusted to FAI – The National Trust for Italy 
(www.fai-international.org) since 2011

In keeping with UNO Contract’s commitment to constant improvement of its 
responsible forest management standards, strictly all the wood used in UNO 
Essential furniture comes from sustainably managed forests and is FSC compliant 
and certified. All wooden surfaces are finished with water-based paints. Plastic 
materials, including for packaging, are used only where no other option is feasible. 
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VENICE - Italy
www.unocontract.it


